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HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK (2019-2020)

CLASS III
Maths Holidays Homework
1. Clock making- Make a beautiful clock using paper plates showing all the 3 hands and
marking half past, quarter past and quarter to. As shown in picture.

2. Make a puppet,animal,or bird using 2D/3D shapes.
3.Select any two monuments from the following and do the activities given.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

The Red Fort
Jantar Mantar
Qutub Minar
Taj Mahal
Cost in Figure

1. cost of travelling
2. Expenditure on
shopping
3.Money spent on food
4. Other Expenses

a) Write the expanded form of each expense.

Cost in words

b) Arrange the expenditure in ascending order.
c) Paste tickets and bills of expenditure done during the trip.
4. Do the given worksheets on A4 sheet and submit it in a folder.

Ch-1
Numbers upto 9999
Assignment
1. Write the following numerals in words
a) 7906b) 48752. Write in figures
a) Two thousand four hundred ten
b) The largest 4 digit number
c) The smallest 4 digit number
3. Using the digits 5,0,2 and 4 .Write the following
a) Greatest 4 digit numberb) Smallest 4 digit number4. If the places of the digits 1and 6 are interchanged in the numeral 1865 then
the new numeral will be?
5. Fill in the boxes with >,<,=
a) 9645__ 9465
b) 2815+10 ___ 2835-20
c) 5879 ___ 5987
d) 600+100___ 500+200
6. Write in short form
a) 2000+200+20+2 =________
b) 6000+70+4=_______
7. Expand the following in two ways
a) 4009
b) 7896
8. Answer the following questions for the number 8937
a) Write the place value of the digit 3
b) Write the place value of the digit 9
c) Write the digit whose place value is 8000
9. Find the sum of the place value of 5 in the given number 7585.

English
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
1. Learn poem “Trees are the kindest things I know” from page no38 and “Two Little
Kittens” from page no 62 and 63 of your My English Reader.
2. Make a mask of any animal.
3. Learn two beautiful English song by hearta. Deep deep deep………
b. It’s a small world………….
4. Draw a tree and write five slogans on “Save Trees”on A3 size sheet.
5. Converse in English with your family and friends Eg.
a.Please bring a glass of waterfor me.
b.Please lay the table.
c.Let me finish my work.
d. May I know who is calling?
6. Try to speak and use small sentences at home with your child.
a.Try to read the main headlines of the newspaper.
b.Revise the syllabus covered till now.
c. Practice daily of the cursive writing page (attached it with the HHW)
7. Five worksheets related to the grammar will be attached.

SCIENCE
CLASS-III
1. Learn Chapter 1 and Chapter 2.
2. Complete the given worksheets and keep them in a folder .
3. Common Assignment
Go for a walk and collect leaves of different types of plants. Put the leaves in between the
folds of newspaper. Place the newspaper with the leaves under the mattress of your bed.
Let the leaves dry for a few days. Make a brochure with A-3 size sheet and paste leaves
under the different categories they belong to. Also write the name of the plant to which the
leaf belongs.

Roll No. 1-11 (Best out of Waste)
Recycling and reusing old things prevent pollution. We can use newspaper to make paper
bags, ice cream sticks to make a pen stand etc. We should minimize the use of plastic bags
and gadgets. Think of more ways of reducing pollution and make one item out of waste.

Roll No. 12-23

Make a planter using waste empty bottles and design them well using eco-friendly material.

Roll No. 24-35
Draw a tree on A-3 size sheet. Collect as many products as possible that comes from the
plants like rubber, a small piece of wood, sample of dals, rice, wheat, spices and stick them
on the tree.

Roll No. 36-47 (Watch them Grow)
Place a few beans (kidney beans/ any other whole seeds) on a damp cotton bed. Watch
baby plant grow. Keep the cotton bed moist always. Click pictures of various stages and
paste them on A-3 size sheet.

SOCIAL SCIENCE
CLASS-III
1. Make a hand puppet depicting the dresses of given statesRoll no. 1 to 10 Dress of Kerala
Roll no. 11 to 20 Dress of Punjab
Roll no. 21 to 30 Dress of Jammu and Kashmir
Roll no. 31 to 40 Dress of Assam
Roll no. 41 to 50 Dress of Rajasthan

2. Make a scrap file and write the following details of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam and Ram
Nath Kovind
a. Birth place
b. Educational qualification
c. Life history
d. Paste their pictures
3. Make a collage on healthy and junk food and also write a creative slogan on
healthy food on A3 size sheet.
4. Read newspaper daily and Learn chapter one and chapter two.
5. Make a flashcard on different types of occupation on A3 size sheet and get it
laminated.
Roll no. 1 to 15 Formal occupation
Roll no. 16 to 30 Informal occupation
Roll no. 31 to 45 No training occupation
6. Make wall hanging on five great volcanoes of the world.

